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ABSTRACT

It is often reported that for non-native listeners of a language, some native speakers’ productions of non-native contrasts are easier to understand than others (e.g., [1]). However, the effects are not well-understood, as acoustic correlates to the effects have proven difficult to establish. We report analyses of subject differences and acoustic measurements which may help to describe the acoustic phenomena underlying one class of talker effects that we have reported previously; specifically, the interaction of talker and talker condition (the number of talkers heard within a block of trials -- one or several) [2]. Correlations between response measures and acoustic measures suggest that when stimuli from several talkers are mixed randomly in a block of trials, subjects without well-formed categories for /t/ and /l/ attempt to use the duration of the initial steady-state portion of an /r/ or /l/ stimulus (an unreliable cue) for categorization, whereas native speakers use F3 [6]. It also appears that they use this cue to establish criteria for “R”-“L” decisions, which they apply to the overall range of durations across all talkers in one block of trials.

1. INTRODUCTION

Differences in talker characteristics are a well-known source of problematic variability in speech perception. Due to differences in age, sex, size, dialect, and other factors, the way different talkers acoustically realize the same linguistic segments may be quite different, and the way they realize different linguistic segments may be quite similar [3]. All the same, while listening to their native languages, people have little trouble perceiving speech despite talker differences. Here, we examine the question of what effect talker differences have on the perception of non-native phonemes which contrast on dimensions that are not distinctive in the native language. The particular non-native contrast we discuss is American English (AE) /t/ and /l/ for adult, native speakers of Japanese.

Lively et al. [1] reported talker-specific differences in Japanese listeners’ accuracy in /t/-/l/ identification training. The talker-specific patterns persisted even after extended training [4]. This suggests that talkers may give differential emphasis to the multiple cues to /t/ and /l/ (although acoustic correlates to the perceptual differences have not been previously reported), and that Japanese listeners have not experienced a sufficient sampling of the range of cues to /t/ and /l/ that occur across different talkers to be able to normalize for this kind of variability. Considering talker differences in cues as adding to the range of cues suggests a connection to previous work by Yamada and Tohkura [5, 6]. While the steady-state onset and frequency transition of F3 is sufficient for native speakers of AE to distinguish /t/ and /l/ across talkers, /t/ and /l/ also differ systematically in the spectral and temporal characteristics of the first two formants [7]. When Yamada and Tohkura [5] covaried spectral cues to /t/ and /l/ (F3 and F2), native speakers of AE clearly based their decisions on F3. In contrast, Japanese subjects’ responses were influenced by both cues.

Yamada and Tohkura [6] also found that the range of variation in acoustic cues differentiating /t/ and /l/ presented in a block of trials affected the labeling performance of Japanese listeners, but that of native speakers of AE. No matter what portion of a synthesized /t/- to /l/- continuum they presented to Japanese listeners, rates of “R” responses were approximately 50%. Given only the most /t/-like half of the continuum, only the most /l/-like half of the continuum, or the entire range, subjects apparently set criteria such that they responded “R” on approximately half the trials within a block. Yamada and Tohkura concluded that Japanese subjects without well-defined categories for /t/ and /l/ set criteria relative to the range of cues to /t/ and /l/ they heard within a block of trials. This contrasts with the nearly categorical criteria native speakers employed with the same stimuli (see [6] for details).

These results suggest that while Japanese subjects with limited experience in an English-speaking environment are able to divide a set of stimuli into “R” and “L” categories, they do not possess robust categorization criteria that they can apply to individual stimuli independently of cue variability. That is, they respond on the basis of relative differences in an ad-hoc fashion, rather than categorical criteria.

Considering the talker-specific accuracy patterns reported by Lively et al. [1] together with the range effects found by Yamada and Tohkura [6] we tested predictions about the effects of within-session talker variability [2]. If Japanese subjects attend mainly to inadequate cues (i.e., non-ecologically valid cues), one might predict that to naive Japanese listeners, the relative range of cues to /t/ and /l/ would increase when stimuli from two or more talkers are presented within a block as compared to when stimuli from only one talker are presented within a block. That is, the difficulty will be compounded if subjects must try to adapt to differences between talkers.

Given Yamada and Tohkura’s [6] “range effects”, we should not observe large changes in the overall rate of “R” response if we manipulate the range of cues to /t/ and /l/ by varying the amount of talker variability -- subjects should adapt such that they respond “R” 50% of the time. However, if subjects set criteria based on the overall range of cues they hear within a
In the next section, we will review perceptual results in which this sort of talker by talker condition interaction was found. Then, we will turn to new analyses of acoustic correlates to those perceptual results.

2. EXPERIMENTS

The data we will examine here comes from two previous experiments [2]. In the experiments, we considered the question of whether Japanese listeners are able to adapt to talker-specific differences in cues to /r/ and /l/, or if added variability due to talker differences instead influences session-specific criteria, as did the "range" manipulations in [6].

In Experiment 1, the task was as follows. Subjects were aurally presented with a real English word spoken by a native speaker of AE. The word had /t/ or /n/ in initial position. A minimal pair of English words that differed only by the presence of /t/ or /n/ (e.g., "right" and "light") were orthographically presented to subjects on a CRT. The aurally presented word was one of the pair, and the subjects' task was to choose the orthographic word they thought matched the aural presentation. The subjects were 27 college-age native speakers of Japanese. All subjects performed this task in two talker conditions. In the blocked condition, the stimuli were presented in five blocks. The stimuli in each block were produced by a different talker, but the stimuli within a block were produced only by one talker. In the mixed condition, the stimuli were also presented in five blocks, but in each block, equal numbers of stimuli were produced by each of the five talkers and mixed in random order. Rate of "R" response was used as a measure of bias. "R"-rate is simply the proportion of "R" responses, and is equivalent to "yes"-rate measures of bias used in some varieties of detection theory.

The overall "R"-rate was close to .50 in every block. However, in the mixed-talker condition, "R"-rate to particular talkers differed substantially from "R"-rate in the blocked condition, leading to the significant interaction of talker and talker condition (F(4,104) = 6.11, p < .001) shown in Figure 1.

Experiment 2 was very similar to Experiment 1. The task was the same, and the design differed mainly in two respects. First, only three talkers were used: T1 (who appeared "R-like" in Experiment 1, in that "R"-rate to his stimuli increased in the mixed condition relative to the blocked condition), T2 (who appeared "L-like"), and T3 (who appeared "stable," as "R"-rate to his productions did not vary substantially between talker conditions). Second, there were two variations of the blocked condition: the no-break condition was identical to the blocked condition in Experiment 1, but in the break condition, subjects listened to piano music for two minutes between each talker block. This manipulation was used to examine whether subjects were "tuning" to talkers in the blocked condition and whether that tuning persisted over a break (see [2] for details). The subjects were 34 college-age native speakers of Japanese.

The results of Experiment 2 were similar to those of Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1, we found a significant interaction of talker and talker condition (F(4,132) = 17.34, p < .001). As can be seen in Figure 2, the interaction of talker condition and talker are due to the rate of "R" response being much lower to the "L-like" talker than to the others in the mixed condition.

Our interpretation of these talker by talker condition interactions is that our subjects are applying one strategy in each talker condition: they attempt to divide the range of cues to /t/ and /n/ within a block into two categories. In the blocked condition, this is indistinguishable from adjusting categories to adapt to differences between talkers, as only one talker is heard in each block. In the mixed condition, however, this strategy leads to errors, since subjects are not familiar enough with how /t/-/n/ cues can vary from talker to talker to adapt on-
line to talker changes. Instead, they form categories based on the range of cues across talkers.

When would subjects adopt such a strategy? We predicted that subjects could be divided into three distinct groups, only one of which would use this strategy. Subjects with low accuracy (near chance), would not have well-enough formed categories for /t/-/d/ to be able to use such a strategy. Subjects with high accuracy (near native speaker levels) would have well-enough formed categories that they would not need to resort to strategies. The subjects in between should be primarily responsible for the talker by talker condition interaction. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the prediction held: “R”-rate in the two talker conditions in Experiment 2 is shown with subjects divided into groups based on average accuracy (we observed similar patterns in Experiment 1).

What cues did subjects use? We must note that we cannot determine whether subjects ever used F3 in our experiments: because of the division between /t/ and /d/ stimuli in F3, high accuracy will always be correlated with F3, even if subjects are relying on another cue we have not identified (but see Yamada and Tohkura [6], who were able to analyze sensitivity to F3 by systematically changing it in synthetic stimuli).

Our first examination of the correlations between cues and the “R”-rate to particular stimuli in Experiment 1 indicated that there was little change in the correlations between blocked and mixed talker conditions. A subsequent examination of the correlation of cue values and “R”-rate across talkers within each accuracy group (low, effect, high) indicated a stronger reliance on duration by subjects in the effect groups (and some subjects in the other groups) in both experiments (with stimuli with relatively longer initial steady state durations being identified as “R”). Tables 1 and 2 show the change in fit the F2, F3 and duration between blocked and mixed talker conditions for each accuracy group in the two experiments (F1 is not included because r² was never greater than .08). As can be seen in the tables, the only cue for which there were consistent, substantial increases in correlation with “R”-rate in the mixed talker condition was duration (especially for the effect groups).

3. ACOUSTIC ANALYSES

Figure 3: Rate of “R” response to each talker by average accuracy in blocked and mixed talker conditions in Experiment 2. The blocked condition is the average of the break and no-break conditions. Each point represents the average rate of “R” response for four subjects, with the exception of the points for subjects with average accuracy of .93, which are the averages for two subjects. The numbers on the X axis are labels only.

4. DISCUSSION

The change in correlation between “R”-rate and duration between blocked and mixed talker conditions (especially among the “effect” group subjects) provides further support for our hypothesis that our subjects were attempting to find session specific criteria for /t/-/d/ decisions. In the mixed-talker condition, the correlation of talker-specific “R”-rates and duration of the initial /t/ or /d/ portion of the stimulus increased substantially (relative to the blocked-talker condition). This suggests that subjects may have chosen duration as a cue that could be applied across talkers.

The new analysis of subject differences allowed us to identify groups of subjects with different strategies for /t/-/d/ decisions. The knowledge that subjects with relatively low average accuracy that is somewhat above chance adopt session-specific criteria for /t/-/d/ identification may prove useful for non-native
contrast training (see [9] for some preliminary studies of the effects of talker variability on /r/-/l/ training).

These results demonstrate that it is possible to identify strategies used by non-native speakers who do not have well-formed categories for non-native speech contrasts. It is important to note that the effect is not specific to the /r/-/l/ contrast and Japanese speakers: we have found similar talker by talker condition interactions when AE and Japanese speakers are asked to distinguish the Hindi dental and retroflex stop contrast [8]. Theoretically, this common result indicates the importance of considering the effects of talker variability in non-native speech perception. Practically, the implications for adult non-native language learning are that effective training may require talker variability (indeed, there is evidence that in some cases training with only one talker may fail [1]) and that how talker variability is structured (e.g., mixed or blocked) may also be an important consideration (see [9], in which we compare blocked- and mixed-talker training).
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Table 1: Results of simple regressions of cue values to rate of “R” response for each accuracy group in Experiment 1. Values of $r^2$ greater than .100 are presented in boldface. Change in fit ($r^2$) is presented in the right-most column, and changes greater than .050 are presented in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Cue</th>
<th>Block Mixed</th>
<th>Change in fit: mixed-blocked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>.190 .193</td>
<td>.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>.371 .362</td>
<td>-.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>.053 .237</td>
<td>.184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of simple regressions of cue values to rate of “R” response for each accuracy group in Experiment 2. Values of $r^2$ greater than .100 are presented in boldface. Change in fit ($r^2$) is presented in the right-most column, and changes greater than .050 are presented in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Cue</th>
<th>Break No break Mixed</th>
<th>Change in fit: mixed-blocked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>.058 .311 .113 .055</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>.036 .365 .311 .209</td>
<td>.173 .155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>-.013 -.041</td>
<td>-.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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